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saying hello; asking for information; giving information about
yourself; giving an opinion
simple present; questions and answers in simple present;
adverbs of frequency; time phrases; present progressive
exchanging information; listening for detail about language
learning; listening for detail in a song and ordering pictures;
writing a letter; listening for information and talking about
language courses; reading for detail in a text about types of
accommodation
starting and finishing a letter; writing a short letter
getting to know each other / breaking barriers; similar words in
other languages
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paying compliments; talking about sports; making suggestions
and replying
simple past; present perfect with ‘ever’ and ‘never’; relative
clauses with ‘who’ and ‘which’
exchanging information; listening for specific information in
dialogues; listening for detail and talking about days for
charity; listening for verbs in the simple past belonging to
sound groups; scanning a text about types of courses at a gym
using telephone expressions: starting the call, asking, offering,
checking, thanking, finishing
grouping vocabulary in word fields; ‘sound’ groups of verbs in
simple past

parts of a car; ways of travelling; describing outer appearances;
holiday accommodation
present perfect with ‘since’ and ‘for’; ‘some’ and ‘any’;
compounds with ‘some’ and ‘any’; comparison of adjectives
reading for detail in an article about a guide book company;
describing changes in life; listening for specific information
about accommodation; writing an accommodation advert;
distinguishing between words with ‘v’ and ‘w’ sounds
checking facilities; completing a fax to book accommodation
categorising verbs when learning present perfect; looking for
clues in texts; writing a short text

finding ‘umbrella words’; exchanging information with a partner to
complete a text; completing questions and answers; matching
appropriate statements and questions
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office vocabulary; talking about rules and regulations;
expressing likes and dislikes
modal verbs: must, mustn’t, don’t have to; -ing form of verbs;
superlative form of adjectives; linking words in texts
reading for detail in an article about hurry sickness; selective
listening to a radio interview; writing an e-mail; writing a job
advertisement; selective reading of an article about eating
habits at work; writing a secret diary to express likes and
dislikes
exchanging information about company regulations and
writing an internal memo; writing an e-mail answer
translating words; remembering words through associations

digital products; asking for information; predicting future
events; agreeing and disagreeing; asking for permission
‘zero’ conditional; if-sentence type 1; going to as future tense;
will-future
selective reading of an article about telecommuting; listening
to a dialogue to match information; identifying sentences
belonging to two different e-mails; listening for exact
information from dialogues; listening for word stress; listening
for gist in a poem to order the titles of each verse
asking for information in e-mails; writing an e-mail answer
guessing words from the context in reading texts; looking for
clues in texts

stress relief tactics; planning a fitness break; furniture; giving
advice
the -ing form and infinitive of verbs; simple present as future
tense; present progressive as future tense
listening to associate a sound with a feeling; reading for gist to
unjumble a text; writing a timetable for a health and fitness
break; listening for specific information in dialogues to extract
weekend plans; reading for specific information in an article
about Feng Shui; listening to words to distinguish between
words with ‘s’ and ‘z’ sounds
listening to messages on a mail box and checking a diary;
writing short text messages
writing short business messages

completing a quiz with verbs and nouns; choosing the correct
future form; matching appropriate responses; finding words to
complete a business vocab quiz; completing a text about ‘work’
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comparing reading habits; filler words; words to show interest;
talking about TV programmes; inviting people and declining /
accepting invitations
past progressive (while, when); modal verbs: have to, need to,
needn’t
reading for gist of different stories; listening for specific
information in a story to complete the missing words; listening
for gist in dialogues about how people met their partners;
telling stories; reading for gist in an advertisement
completing extracts from business letters
telling stories to increase fluency; speaking with intonation to
sound interested

talking about cultural similarities / differences; checking
information; asking for clarification
modal verbs: can / be able to; question tags; many / few and
much / little
reading for gist to check information in an extract by a travel
critic; listening for gist in an interview about Turkish marriage
rituals to check information; listening for intonation; listening
for specific information in a dialogue about a Japanese visitor
listening and taking notes; exchanging / checking facts to
complete an itinerary
recording word fields; using connecting words to write texts

describing things; associating music and the five senses; food
and mood; smells and memories; asking about and expressing
agreement
adjectives after verbs like ‘look’, ‘feel’, ‘sound’ etc.; adverbs of
manner; adverbs of degree
listening to poems and counting syllables; writing a haiku
poem; listening to riddles and guessing answers; writing a
riddle; reading for gist and completing notes; exchanging
information with a partner; listening for detail in an interview
and taking notes; writing a summary; listening for stressed
adverbs in sentences; discussing problems
discussing and problem-solving
helping your memory by linking words to pictures or
classifying words in groups; underlining information in texts;
mind-mapping to visualise how ideas or words fit together;
taking notes to increase understanding in texts

matching social expressions; choosing the correct tense to
complete a story; finding word partners; completing a text and
writing a story about a special day in life
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talking about ‘time’; talking about personal services; expressing
wishes; asking for and giving advice; personal services
‘too’, ‘too many’ and ‘enough’; if-sentence type 2; wishes +
simple past; reflexive pronouns
writing clues for a puzzle; answering a questionnaire; speaking
about time; reading a poem and filling in gaps; listening to a
song; selective reading; speaking about wishes
responding in different business / social situations
understanding different cultures; listening for key words

describing shapes and sizes of objects; expressing that you
don’t know what sth. is called; compensation strategies
multi-word verbs
speaking about doors; reading a newspaper article; talking
about privacy; writing a paragraph using linking words;
listening to descriptions of objects; reading and listening to a
poem; writing a poem
listening to a product description and completing notes
learning words that are important; using linking words in texts;
learning multi-word verbs; using expressions to describe things

talking about languages and numbers; understanding signs;
talking about what you are (not) allowed to do; warning someone
passive: present, past, perfect; imperative
reading a book extract and filling in the missing numbers;
listening and writing down numbers; reading and answering a
quiz; talking about ‘esperanto’; listening for specific
information; reading signs; using social expressions
listening for details and writing an e-mail using notes
listening for key words; looking for word partners in
dictionaries; sorting out information
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